Short Introduction of Speakers

Keri Hong Sui is a Chancellor of the Board of Directors of the Draper-Rice Foundation. As a strong advocate of educational equity, she championed a non-selective, merit-based scholarship program that has given more than 1,000 students an opportunity to pursue their dreams. Her dedication to making education accessible is widely recognized.

Oct. 10th
Env. Housing & Land & Keri Hong Sui

Dr. Nancy Matsui is a noted expert in environmental science. She has conducted extensive research on the impact of climate change on biodiversity, and her work has been featured in numerous scientific journals. Her dedication to finding sustainable solutions is unparalleled.

Oct. 10th
Env. Housing & Land & Dr. Nancy Matsui

Dr. Robert David Borden is a leading authority on mental health. His research has contributed significantly to our understanding of mental health disparities and how to address them.

Oct. 10th
Mental Health & Dr. Robert David Borden

Dr. Matthew Schiff is an accomplished sociologist and social scientist. His work on social inequality and human development has been influential.

Oct. 10th
Social Inequality & Dr. Matthew Schiff

Dr. Deborah Amato is a renowned expert in child development. Her research focuses on the impact of family structure on children's well-being.

Oct. 10th
Family Living & Dr. Deborah Amato

Dr. Susan Solomon is a professor of economics at the University of California, Berkeley. She is known for her research on inequality and the role of government intervention.

Oct. 10th
Economics & Susan Solomon

Dr. Peter Hall was a renowned economist and social entrepreneur. His work on economic development and poverty reduction was highly influential.

Oct. 10th
Economics & Dr. Peter Hall

Dr. Claire Ross is an economic historian at the University of Cambridge. Her research focuses on the history of economic thought.

Oct. 10th
Economics & Dr. Claire Ross

Dr. Shireen Huq is a professor of environmental law at the University of California, Berkeley. Her work focuses on the intersection of environmental law and social justice.

Oct. 10th
Environment Law & Dr. Shireen Huq

Dr. Kevin Young is a leading expert in bioengineering. His research focuses on developing new technologies to improve human health.

Oct. 10th
Bioengineering & Dr. Kevin Young

Dr. Mia Lin is a professor of computer science at the University of Chicago. Her research focuses on artificial intelligence.

Oct. 10th
Computer Science & Dr. Mia Lin

Dr. Elizabeth Wong is a professor of computer science at the University of California, Berkeley. Her research focuses on data science.

Oct. 10th
Computer Science & Dr. Elizabeth Wong

Dr. Sam N.W. Yang is a professor of computer science at the University of California, Berkeley. His research focuses on computer networks.

Oct. 10th
Computer Science & Dr. Sam N.W. Yang

Dr. Michael Shifman is a professor of computer science at the University of California, Berkeley. His research focuses on machine learning.

Oct. 10th
Computer Science & Dr. Michael Shifman

Translational Team

Coordinator: Dr. Alina Huang

Dr. Lisa Huang holds a PhD in Educational Psychology from the University of Michigan with a focus on educational equity. She is a member of the EL program committee and has been a speaker at several educational conferences.

Oct. 10th
Translational & Dr. Lisa Huang

Dr. Yvonne Chen is an associate professor of the College of Biological Science at the University of Texas at Austin. He has been involved in several biodiversity study projects and has published several papers on the topic.

Oct. 10th
Translational & Dr. Yvonne Chen

Dr. David Lee is a well-known interpreter in the field of environmental law. She has been involved in several environmental law projects and has published several papers on the topic.

Oct. 10th
Translational & Dr. David Lee

Dr. Michelle Lin is a senior associate professor of the College of Biology at the University of California, Berkeley. She has been involved in several biology projects and has published several papers on the topic.

Oct. 10th
Translational & Dr. Michelle Lin

Dr. Benjamin King is a professor of computer science at the University of California, Berkeley. He has been involved in several computer science projects and has published several papers on the topic.

Oct. 10th
Translational & Dr. Benjamin King

Publicity Team

Design & Communications: Dennis Martha Ji-Ying, Senior Photographer, Mei-Mei Liu, Senior Photographer, Shu-Hsien Ni, Associate Editor, Jin-Ju Lai, Assistant Editor, Mei-Ying Huang, Assistant Editor

Oct. 10th
Publicity & Design & Communications

Zoom Link:
For Chinese, simply attend the Zoom meeting.
For Chinese translation, after joining the meeting, please click the interpretation button on the screen, then select "Chinese." Please see the attached screenshots for before and after selecting Chinese.

Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/51989500183?pwd=MzhtWEFzZ1BQV2l3Q0IzR1JVCnJtZz09
Meeting ID: 09 859 025 5032 Passcode: 554852
One tap mobile
+18664520512,, +19207992333,, +19207992333 (US only)
+13649967799,, +19207992333,, +19207992333 (US)  
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/j/85999252525

Enter the 10-digit phone number above to join the meeting.
For Chinese, after joining the meeting, please click the interpretation button on the screen, then select "Chinese." Please see the attached screenshots for before and after selecting Chinese.